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Maria Friis Larsen, Statens Serum Institut: 

Big Data in the Danish Health Care Sector 
Statens Serum Institut is a part of the Danish Ministry of Health. The institut is responsible for research-

based health surveillance, rational use of IT in the Danish healthcare system, healthcare data, prevention 

and control of infectious diseases, biological threats and congenital disorders.  

Statens Serum Institut collects and disseminates data on the Danish population's health status and data on 

activity, economy and quality in health care. The basic idea behind the organization is “value chain” for 

changing data into information: No silos. 

 

In the health care sector big data is not a new thing. The Danish Cancer Registry began in 1943. To begin 

with the registry was on paper but is has been digitalized. The Danish National Registry of Patients has 

existed since 1977  

Some registries are unique and has a very high data quality (the Danish gold mine) 

• Civil Registration System (unique personal identifier) 

• Danish National Registry of Patients (somatic and psychiatric)  

• Danish Medical Birth Registry 

• Danish Cancer Registry 

• Danish Registry of Causes of Death 

• National Pathology Registry 

• Medicinal Product Statistics register 

• The cost data base 

• Clinical Quality Databases 

• Etc. 
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How are the data created? 
Most of the national registries are structered data. We have international standards for diagnose codes and 

scandinavian standards for procedure codes. The health care sector has been trained for many years to use 

these standards. 

Figure 1: Example of diagnose code, IDC10-standard 

 

 

Figure 2: Example of procedure code, Scandinavian (SKS)-standard 
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There are many advantages with structered data:  

 Benchmarking 

 Validation  

 Less storage  

 Etc 

 
For many years the registries have been created for administrative and research use. It used to be only 

clinical staff or a secretary who did the registration following a guide. New technological gives new 

opportunities to collect more information: 

Telemedicine 

A patient with diabetes performes a measurement of the blood sugar once a day and the results are 

automatic collected in a database 

Linea accelerator to cancer treatment  

The accelerator stores the information on the patients size, age, dosis, length of treatment, etc  

Flow-system for the operation theater  

The system presents a real-time overview of work- and patient flows in the operation theaters. It helps 

clinicians to collaborate, coordinate and optimize the work, ensuring an efficient and safe patient flow and 

treatment. 

Before the data was created with the purpose of the registries. Now we can collect data to the registries 

from systems with other purposes. It gives new opportunities and some of the information is automatically 

generated and do not need a person to type it in to a system. 

 

How are the registries used? 
The registries have many purposes: 

Financing -> DRG-system  

Once a week data from the Danish National Registry of Patients is grouped into DRG-groups and each 
patient contact gets a tariff. The data is returned to the hospitals and regions for their own administrative 
use. Once a month this data is used to send invoices to the municipalities from the regions and between 
the regions. On top of this there is an activity based financing from the state to the regions which is based 
on these data as well.  
 
Administration 

The registries are used for many administrative use both on the local level and on the federal level. For 

example calculating waiting time and administer the guarantee for treatment. 
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Tabel 1: Experienced waiting time to surgery, 2012, days  
 
 

  Hele landet 

  Median 

Gennem-

snit 

Antal 

forløb 

Nervesystemet 35 52  13 323 

Endokrine organer 35 46  1 902 

Øje og øjenomgivelser 46 74  42 204 

Øre, næse og strubehoved 41 66  9 758 

Læber, tænder, kæber, mund og svælg 28 48  12 308 

Hjerte og store intratorakale kar 12 19  7 279 

Åndedrætsorg., brystkasse, 

mediastinum, diafragma mv. 10 24  4 439 

Bryst 13 49  8 749 

Fordøjelsesorganer og milt 28 43  36 657 

Urinveje, mandl. kønsorg. og 

retroperitoneale væv 28 49  21 319 

Kvindelige kønsorganer 24 40  33 348 

Obstetriske operationer 2 24  2 225 

Bevægeapparatet 42 59  78 304 

Perifere kar og lymfesystem 23 51  12 189 

Hud og underhud 21 42  32 746 

I alt 31 52  316 750 

Kilde: Landspatientregisteret pr. 10. 

marts 2013 
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Political decision 

The politicians use the data to make decisions regarding the health of the population and prioritizing the 

tax money. 

Tabel 2: Example of the heart diseace packages: Stabil Angina Pectoris 

  

1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 1. 2. 

halvår halvår halvår halvår halvår halvår halvår 
halvår halvår halvår 

2008 2008 2009 2009 2010 2010 2011 2011 2012 2012 

Stabil angina pectoris                      

Patientforløb (antal) 8.703 10.319 11.344 11.480 12.576 12.939 13.503 13.314 14.268 13.432 

Heraf patientforløb uden invasiv 

behandling (antal) 

6.389 7.513 8.371 8.600 9.671 10.127 10.701 10.695 11.620 11.340 

Heraf patientforløb med ’hurtig 

behandling’ (antal) 

1.701 2.038 2.241 2.204 2.231 2.071 2.094 2.069 2.045 1.640 

Heraf patientforløb med 

’behandling efter nødvendig 

forberedelse’ (antal) 

705 852 849 767 748 837 838 672 704 505 

Heraf patientforløb med ’særskilt 

behandling’ (antal) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Tid fra undersøgelse til ’hurtig 

behandling’ i dage (median) 

8,0 10,0 13,0 11,0 13,0 16,0 13,0 15,0 15,0 6,0 

Tid fra undersøgelse til 

’behandling efter nødvendig 

forberedelse’ i dage (median) 35,0 32,0 28,0 24,0 21,0 28,0 29,0 38,0 28,0 21,0 

Kilde: Landspatientregistret 16. august 2013, Statens Serum Institut.   
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Research 

The data is used in clinical quality databases and for many research projects. The aim of the research is to 

improve the quality of the treatment. 

Figure 3: 5-year age stand. relative survival rates for cancer 1997-1999 to 2009-2011
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Kvinder (ekskl. anden hudkræft end modermærkekræft)

Kvinder (ekskl.  brystkræft og anden hudkræft end modermærkekræft)

                                                                           
Kilde: Cancerregisteret og CPR-registret 

The next step with big data in the health care sector 
There are three goals: 

1. Comprehensive and reliable description of all events in the health care sector - and related sectors 

2.  Quality assurance of data when recorded 

3. "On demand" access to data 

With this we will be able to combine the registries to even bigger data to make a description of the whole 

episode of treatment from primary care to secondary care. 
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By Maria Friis Larsen, Statens Serum Institut 
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Kim Behnke, Energinet.dk: 

Sustainability calls for storage of power 
Sustainability and renewable power generation - it all sounds nice and like a race worth winning. However, 

there is one major challenge. Most of the renewable 'green' power generation comes from fluctuating 

distributed energy sources like wind power, solar or even wave power. Coal and gas have been stored for 60 

billion years to our benefit. Now we need to store energy in 60 minutes or 60 days in order to secure 

reliable, adequate and accessible electricity to consumers in the contemporary society! 

 

Fossil fuels – stored and packed in billions of years 

Back in the times of the dinosaurs there were plenty of bio resources available. Coal, natural gas and oil are 

packed and stored biomass from ancient times. Humans started harvesting energy in the form of wind – 

windmills for water pumping and flour grinding from crops. Watermills used rivers and creeks to harvest 

energy. Those days, the consumption was flexible. The miller was only able to grind flour, when the wind 

was blowing.  

 

When steam was introduced as the energy carrier for industrial machines and trains, the first fuel was 

wood. But once coal and the compressed energy content was discovered, there was no way back to the 

sustainable fuels for many years. Coal has its limitations in energy conversion and supply. Oil and the many 

refined products like gasoline and diesel really defined the 20th century. 

 

In the electricity sector, there is basically just a need for rotating mass. The generators need a continuous 

energy supply to obtain constant electricity generation. The major power stations use steam from heated 

water to work the generator. The origin of steam does not matter. Nuclear energy, oil, natural gas, coal or 

biomass uses the same thermal laws to generate electricity. The benefit of thermal power stations is that 

the storage of energy in the form of fuel is easy. 
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The energy storage behind Ensted Power Station in Aabenraa, Denmark contains of 2 million tonnes of coal – enough to operate the power station for an 

entire year, generating electricity and heat. If the same energy should be stored in electric vehicles, it would require 300 million cars. 

 

Just to underline the benefit of using power stations or CHP plants (combined heat and power), they all 

uses synchronous generators to the benefit of the AC power system, supplying the grid with all necessary 

ancillary services. 

 

Neither wind power generators nor solar PV systems are able to produce any electricity to the AC grid, if no 

other synchronous generators carry the power system as a backbone. And introducing HVDC 

interconnectors to transport large amount of energy between non-synchronous areas (Norway, Sweden, 

Finland and East Denmark are not connected to the rest of Europe) also requires adequate ancillary 

services to operate. 

 

This is why new investments in standalone synchronous compensators in the transmission grid are needed, 

when the old coal-fired power station are being taken out of operation. This is not only the challenge in 

Denmark, but in several countries going from black to green energy. 

 

The old 'black' regime was based on compressed fossil fuels, easy to pump from an oil well. The new 'green' 

regime is about harvesting energy from fluctuating sources like wind, sun or even wave. 

The vision of a sustainable electricity system based on wind, solar or wave is not comprehensive unless the 

power system is equipped with additional assets to ensure a stable AC grid and opportunities for storage of 

electricity. 
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The green path to sustainability 

There have been several projects in Europe with the aim of investigating which renewable energy has the 

largest potential in each region. We know that it is sunnier along the coast of the Mediterranean. In Spain, 

a solar PV unit has around 3,200 hours of full load per year. The same unit only has 900 hours of full load in 

Denmark. And in Denmark, wind turbines will generate full load in up to 4,300 hours. This is a matter of 

geographic location. 

 

 

A map from the European Commission about potentials for renewable energy generation in Europe, showing potentials for the three renewable energy sources – wind, 

solar and wave. 

 

The most promising investment in the European energy sector is new interconnectors and transmission grid 

enforcement to allow for optimal distribution of renewable electricity generation allowing for instant use. 

 

Solar energy has the benefit of the hours. Most of mainland Europe is in the same time zone; however, the 

geographic area of Europe invites to utilise the sun moving from west to east. Even in Germany, there is a 

substantial difference between the sun impacts during the hours when the sun moves from the eastern 

border until the sun leaves again at the western frontier. Please look at the excellent animation from SMA1. 

 

                                                           
1 http://www.sma.de/unternehmen/pv-leistung-in-deutschland.html  

http://www.sma.de/unternehmen/pv-leistung-in-deutschland.html
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Solar energy also has the potential of being generated in the southern part of Europe and distributed to the 

north. Wind power has its most beneficial sites along the Atlantic coastline, making it possible to generate 

large amount of electricity for the purpose of export to central parts of Europe. 

 

Such initiatives require a common European plan for building new interconnectors across Europe for the 

benefit of us all, but often stranded on the fact that few TSOs or countries must carry the burden of the 

substantial investments. 

 

ENTSO-E (the cooperation between the 42 European TSOs) and the European Commission in the form of 

EEGI (European Electricity Grid Initiative) have several ongoing initiatives. The most important is a TYNDP 

(Ten Years Net Development Plan)2. But also cooperation in a number of projects like the iTESLA, 

UMBRELLA, e-Highway2050, GARPUR and BEST PATHS are finding novel ways of integrating the Pan-

European transmission grid to ensure that renewable electricity is generated where the potentials are 

greatest, and then transported to supply consumers with sustainable electricity at an affordable price. 

 

In the other end of the power system, we have small domestic power units in private homes or at a farm 

generating just enough electricity for their own comfort. Such stand-alone or island systems with no 

interaction to the overarching grid are sometimes the only solution, when living in remote areas or islands. 

From a resource and financial perspective, it is to the benefit of the community, if all distributed energy 

resources are grid connected. Then the imbalances between generation and consumption can be smoothed 

by the larger systems. 

 

Storing electricity is a complicated matter. Since we are using an AC power system with 50 Hz, the direction 

of the current alternates every 20 ms. All types of direct or indirect storage of electricity requires 

conversion to another energy form – meaning losses. If electricity is stored directly in a battery, then AC 

must be inverted into DC – stored as chemical energy in the battery – inverted back to AC and used later. 

This process often has losses in the range of 30-45%.  

 

If electricity is stored indirectly in a gas system, then AC must be inverted to DC – then used for hydrogen 

production in a electrolyses process – hydrogen is then stored for later use in different electricity 

generating technologies (gas engine, turbines or even fuel cells). This process also has losses in the range of 

40-50%, less if the heat is being utilised. 

 

                                                           
2 https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/tyndp-2012/  

https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/tyndp-2012/
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Electricity is a rare commodity that is best used instantly. If that is not possible, then the storage facility 

should be designed to minimise losses. 

 

There is a way of storing electricity with almost no losses: virtual storage! If you are about to turn your 

dishwasher on after dinner, but decide to postpone the dishwashing for two hours, then you have stored 

the electricity virtually during these hours.  

 

In Europe, the most efficient and cost-efficient way of storing large amounts of electricity is by hydropower 

and pump storage. In countries like Norway, Sweden, Austria and Switzerland, there are numerous 

hydropower plants using gravity to allow water to generate electricity by driving a turbine, when water 

runs from storage (lake) and down to a river in the valley. It is possible to pump the water back in the lake 

for later use. Such a facility has an efficiency of more than 80% and both the pump and generator is AC-

based. 

 

 

Hydro plant with energy storage in form of a lake behind the dam. 

 

Storage of electricity is also possible when converting to another energy form. But they all have their 

limitations. If electricity is used for production of heat or cooling, there is a possible thermal storage 

allowing for flexible demand. But the energy conversion back to electricity is not possible. If electricity is 

used for transportation – wind to wheels – then electricity is stored in a mobile battery which has several 
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possible impacts like reduction in pollution and flexible demand. Going back to electricity, the so-called V2G 

solutions might be beneficial for local purposes, but not in large scale. 

 

Storing electricity always implicate losses. Transporting electricity in Europe from generation to 

consumption is by far the most efficient way of utilising surplus of fluctuating generation from wind or solar. 

Hydro power and pump storage offers a sustainable solution with minor losses. However, such facilities are 

not available everywhere in Europe. 

 

Wind power: the master of fluctuation 

If you have a solar PV unit, it is a challenge when clouds are interfering with your perfect power generation. 

But it is quite easy to forecast, when the sun rises and sets. Wind power is by far the most difficult 

renewable energy to forecast. The fluctuations from hour to hour and the risk of storms with more than 25 

m/s and shut down challenge the power system. 

 

When energy plans are made, they often focus on 'annual energy balances'. But this is not the whole 

picture. In Denmark, there are wind farms with the best location offering 4,300 hours of full load per year. 

By multiplying with the installed capacity, you get the annual generation. But what about the other half of 

the year? And what about fluctuations from hour to hour? 

 

In Denmark, there is a solid political agreement about using wind power as the primary source of 

renewable energy. By 2020, the annual electricity consumption must be generated from wind power. And 

by 2035, all electricity and heat must come from renewable energy. The entire energy usage in society must 

come from renewable sources by 2050, including transport! 

 

But that is all about annual energy balancing. From hour to hour, there is a need for balancing the wind 

power. Gas engines and turbines are excellent for such a purpose. Biomass-based thermal power plants are 

too slow. 

 

Already in 2012, there was around 200 hours where the wind power generation exceeded the total 

consumption. During these hours, the price in the power market (NordPool) was very low, sometimes even 

negative. This was to the benefit of those neighbouring countries who imported electricity from Denmark. 
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By 2020, there will be more than 1,000 hours per year, where wind power generates more electricity than 

needed in Denmark. In some countries, they shut down the wind turbines to avoid overflow. This is not an 

option in Denmark. The extra electricity must be utilised to the benefit of society. Wind to heat is the most 

obvious solution, where the wind power is being used to heat water for the district heat system servicing 

60% of the Danish homes. Bearing in mind that traditional CHP and other plants will not be operating 

together with the wind turbines, it makes sense to use the wind to heat conversion. 

 

All electric vehicles are welcome to use as much electricity as possible, since the environmental benefit of 

EVs is multiple. They are also very efficient and do not use much energy, furthermore, the EVs are limited in 

numbers! 

 

Flexible demand from Smart Grid and Smart Energy applications will also help utilising the surplus of wind 

power enhancing the socio-economic benefit of wind power. Some 300,000 homes have oil boilers that 

must be scrapped and replaced with heat pumps. New flexible electricity consumption is being welcomed. 

 

The illustration below shows how the surplus of electricity will be larger and larger when going from 30% of 

annual energy from wind power to 150% by 2050 in Denmark. None of the neighbouring countries are 

going to help Denmark in balancing such an enormous amount of peak production. The installed capacity of 

wind generators are 3,500 MW in 2012–6,000 MW in 2020 and 18,000 MW in 2050. 

 
Wind share of the annual DK electricity consumption was 30% - three 
weeks of November. 

 
Wind share of the annual DK electricity consumption will be 50% - three 
weeks of November. 

 
Wind share of the annual DK electricity consumption will be 80% - three 
weeks of November. 

 
Wind share of the annual DK electricity consumption will be 150% - 
three weeks of November. 
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It is not feasible and desirable to threefold the wind generator capacity in Denmark by 2050 and not 

enlarges domestic usage of the enormous amount of electricity in one hour and close to zero generation 

few hours later. This is only possible, if a large amount of electricity is stored for later use. 

 

A visionary goal of 50% wind power and 100% renewable electricity primarily based on wind power is a 

challenge of historic dimensions calling for shift of paradigm in all branches of the energy sector. Society 

must be electrified and large amount of wind power stored for later use. 

 

Electricity generation – as the wind blows 

In the decades to come, the primary electricity generation will come from wind power in Denmark. The 

annual Danish electricity consumption for classic use is between 36 and 38 TWh per year. New 

electrification of society (transportation, heating, cooling, processes and storage) will enhance the use of 

electricity. But all of it must be flexible and follow the fluctuation pattern of the wind turbines. 

 

It is recognized that there is a need for significant surplus of generator capacity when choosing the wind 

path. In 2012 Denmark had a generator capacity of some 8,000 MW in large power plants (up to 620 MW 

plants) and CHP units (as small as 1.5 MW units). In 2012 there was 3,500 MW wind power generation 30% 

of the consumption. Closing down old coal-fired power station of ex 400 MW requires almost the double 

capacity when switching to wind generators. But this is not all. 

Where the traditional thermal power station or unit also supports the power system with ancillary services, 

then wind generators and PV units are only operational when other appliances deliver the essential 

ancillary services like inertia, voltage control, frequency stability and short circuit power. 

This means that it is not possible to run the power system with only renewable generation – there is a need 

for other synchronous assets in the grid. 

 

One option is to invest and install in synchronous compensators and other facilities. But they are not able 

to generate energy (MWh) and power (MW) in those non-windy hours where the wind generators are not 

in operation. Something else has to be ready to take over. 
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A forecast of how the Danish power system will generate electricity in the years to come. 

The majority of generation will be based on fluctuation generation with wind power as the major component. 

 

Since the wind power fluctuations are not from day to night or from season to season, but from hour to 

hour, there is a need for fast-responding assets. The demand side and flexible consumption is obviously a 

helping hand. But this is only about balancing the grid and avoiding congestion. There are no ancillary 

services to obtain from demand side response. Again, the power system is in need of genuine assets – real 

and fast-responding synchronous generators. 

Gas-fuelled engines and turbines are a valuable asset to ensure all types of balancing of the grid. But they 

are not renewable electricity generation if they use natural gas! 

 

The intelligent answer to several questions is that Denmark should aim at choosing the power to gas path 

(P2G). 

 

Power to gas (P2G) is the acronym for several processes. Electricity is being used in an electrolyses process to produce hydrogen (H2) and oxygen 

(O2) from water (H2O). Next step is to use the hydrogen (H2) together with carbon dioxide (CO2) in a chemical or biological process, where the 

output is methane (CH4) and water (H2O). If the carbon dioxide comes as a residual from biogas production, then the climate perspective is quite 

obvious. 

 

The excellent storage facility is already there 

Denmark has been using natural gas from the North Sea since 1982. Denmark produces some 7 billion Nm3 

of natural gas a year. Half of it is being used in Denmark – the rest is exported to Holland, Germany and 

Sweden. 
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Unfortunately, there is no new finds of natural gas in the Danish part of the North Sea and the production 

will be phased out. The entire gas grid in Denmark and also on the west coast of Sweden is pressurised 

from turbines and compressors located in the production platforms on the North Sea wells. 

 

 

In Denmark, the natural gas (N-Methane) is used for heating 350,000 private homes, energy for process 

purposes in the industry, as fuel in most CHP units and a vital fuel for a few of the major power stations. All 

of these gas customers need security of supply. This is why Energinet.dk has invested in four new 

compressors onshore in Egtved and new pipeline to Germany allowing for natural gas to be imported and 

distributed. The gas infrastructure also contains two fairly large underground gas storages. The capacity is 

large enough to ensure full gas supply in 60 days of minus 10 degrees Celsius during winter. 

 

Since Denmark has a complete gas infrastructure ready for business in decades to come, it would be a 

socio-economic benefit to continue using the gas grid and storages for the use of renewable gas – or RE-gas 

(biogas, gas from thermal gasification, hydrogen, B-Methane or SNG). 

 

By 2050, the energy surplus of energy generated from wind turbines is enormous. Even though all Danes 

are living smart with Smart Grid appliances and all energy is smart and coherent, then there is a 

tremendous amount of energy for storage purposes. The most efficient way of storing the electricity is by 

converting to gas. Hydrogen or upgraded biogas to B-Methane is an option. The efficiency of such a system 

is only high enough, if surplus of heat is being utilised in the district heat systems. 
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The surplus of electricity generated from wind power and other fluctuating renewable sources has a magnitude equivalent to the scattered area. The only energy system 

large enough to store that amount of energy is the gas storage and infrastructure. 

The dark green square is the equals 100 GWh of energy. 

 

Storage of electricity in the form of converted gas is a real opportunity for Denmark. Firstly, there is a well-

maintained gas infrastructure ready for storing large amount of energy.  

Second, the gas is an excellent fuel for flexible power generation to balance wind power. Thirdly, the 

'surplus' heat from these conversion processes is not wasted, but used in the district heat systems. 

 

The Danish energy system had a shift of paradigm in 1979 after the second oil crises. It was decided to use 

the cooling water from power plant as district heat by pumping the hot water to the cities in pipelines. 60% 

of Danish homes are heated with district heat. The second paradigm was in the early 1980 when the gas 

infrastructure was built for export of the natural gas from the North Sea. The third shift of paradigm is the 

wind power path for renewable electricity generation. In the next couple of decades these three pillars will 

be the foundation of the new coherent sustainable energy supply of the future. 
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Peter Bjørn Larsen, Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster: 

Big Data – from talk to action 

 

We have all heard the quote ‘Big Data is the new oil’. However, the problem is that everyone talks about it, 

but nobody really knows how to do it and everyone thinks everyone else is doing it. There is no doubt that 

data can improve city planning and it is the raw material enabling smart city solutions. We have seen many 

small scale examples of this all over the world. However, how can we utilize big data for large scale smart 

city planning and solutions? How can we make big data a natural part of the smart city, and utilize the 

potential for innovation and growth?  

Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster (hereafter CCC) has taken the first important steps towards increased 

utilization of Big Data. In 2011 CCC decided to explore what is needed to make a city smart. The result of a 

screening phase, where this question was raised, was that Big Data is the key component to make a smart 

city.  

Two main objectives were identified. One was to construct a digital platform which centralizes data from a 

range of public and private sources. The second was to develop new business markets through this 

platform. In other words, ensure that data is used and thereby create better solutions, planning and 

growth. 

The CCC model – Innovation platform 
The CCC model – illustrated below – is based on four steps, where a specific societal challenge is the 

starting point.  
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Many innovation projects quickly enter into a “solution mode”, which is in many cases counterproductive 

due to a lack of common understanding of the challenge to begin with. The CCC model seeks to utilize the 

growth and market potential (demand side), and the key component is to reach the tender stage where the 

most innovative players on the market can compete to solve the challenge. If there is no market potential 

the project will be not enter the tender stage. 

In the CCC model the first two steps identify the challenge and the barriers that need to be resolved in 

order to address the challenge. In step three a public tender is published, and after a careful selection of 

the applicants, three candidates (consortia) are selected to enter into a competitive dialogue. The dialogue 

phase revolves around concrete solutions to the challenge and barriers, and the applicant is awarded the 

contract to implement a solution.       

The Big data tender 
In 2011 the screening phase started for the smart city challenge. More than 20 meetings with key 

stakeholders (companies, research institutes, municipalities, regional authorities) were conducted and an 

asset mapping3 was carried out. The first result of this stage was that Big Data is the key to realize the 

potential for smart city solutions.    

Several reports highlight the huge market potential for smart city technologies and Big Data. ABI Research4 

has estimated the market for technologies that feed into and support Smart City programs and projects to 

grow from $8 billion in 2010 to exceed $39 billion in 2016, accounting for $116 billion in cumulative 

spending during that period. IDC Research5 defines Big Data technologies as “a new generation of 

technologies and architectures designed to extract value economically from very large volumes of a wide 

variety of data by enabling high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis”. They estimate the market to 

grow from $2.3 billion in 2010 to $23.8 billion in 2016 – a growth rate seven times higher than the expected 

growth rate for ICT in general. 

However, in order to utilize this data and reap the benefits, the data has to be made accessible.  

The next step in the Big Data innovation platform was a series of workshops with key stakeholders and 

experts discussing this matter. The aim was to identify the challenges where a solution is needed in order 

to realize the potential in Big Data. Based on the conclusion from the innovation platform, a working group 

was created in order to develop the tender based on the challenges highlighted in the box below.  

                                                           
3 http://www.cphcleantech.com/home/publications/reports/smart-city-report-2012 

4 https://www.abiresearch.com/press/smart-city-technologies-will-grow-fivefold-to-exce 

5 http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS23900013 

http://www.cphcleantech.com/home/publications/reports/smart-city-report-2012
https://www.abiresearch.com/press/smart-city-technologies-will-grow-fivefold-to-exce
http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS23900013
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In September 2013, the Big Data tender was published6. As part of the requirement, the winning 

consortium is required to operate the platform for 5 years. For the project to be considered a success, this 

will require a business model where the winning consortia are able to make a profit on the platform and 

thereby make it sustainable without any project funding. This issue is also what has sparked the interest 

from some of the world leading companies dealing with Big Data and Smart Cities. Furthermore, there has 

been a large international interest in the tender from other cities and organisations considering a similar 

infrastructure.  

In the tender material Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster strongly encouraged interested parties to form 

consortiums with participants from the various levels of the value chain. In December 2013, three consortia 

were selected. These consortia included some of the largest companies on the international Big Data scene, 

but also smaller companies from different levels of the value chain. Finally, research organizations are also 

included. The tender now enter the competitive dialogue phase and the first meetings with the three 

consortia are planned for ultimo January. CCC expects to select the winner in May 2014.  

Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster 
Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster started in 2009 as a partner based project launched by Danish cleantech 

companies, research institutions and public organizations. With a total funding of 142 million DKK from The 

Capital Region of Denmark, Region Zealand and the European Union Structural and Cohesion Funds, CCC is 

designed to be one of the most powerful clusters in Europe. 

Since then CCC has been registered as an association in order to sustain and build upon the activities of the 

project. In March 2013 the first employee was hired and today the number of employees the association is 

17. In January 2014 CCC was awarded The "Cluster Management Excellence Label GOLD - Proven for Cluster 

Excellence". For more information about the CCC please visit the webpage: http://www.cphcleantech.com/ 

For more information on the Big Data tender and CCC’s Smart City work please contact: 

Peter Bjørn Larsen 
Business Development Manager – Smart Cities 
pbl@cphcleantech.com 
+45 22705909 
  

                                                           
6 http://www.cphcleantech.com/home/strategic-initiatives/innovation-platforms/big-data-infrastructure  

http://www.cphcleantech.com/
mailto:pbl@cphcleantech.com
http://www.cphcleantech.com/home/strategic-initiatives/innovation-platforms/big-data-infrastructure
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Christian Herschend Rasmussen, Daisy Chain Monitor:  

A Vaccine Monitor 
 

 

 
What is the Issue? 
The issue is that a huge amount of vaccines are wasted in the vaccine supply chain in 
developing countries. In some regions up to 50% are wasted. There are several reasons to 
this waste. Some major reasons are freezing, heat expose and expiry.   
 
 

 
Why is this occurring? 
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This supply chain is not optimized very well due to lack of information. The temperature is 
manually logged twice a day and documented in a formula. Today the information about the 
supply chain performance is bonded to this document and are not digitized which makes it 
impossible to have a overview on the total performance. Due to this missing overview it is 
very hard to optimize the supply chain.  
Another issue is that the two manually loggings do not cover what is happening in between 
and not alerting staff if the temperature margins are exceeded.  
 
 
 
 

 
Our solution provides an information system.  
We provide live information about the conditions to enable the facility worker to be 
proactive if a problem occurs. 
We alert if something is wrong 
- If the temperature is going towards the limits 

 If a door is not closed 

 If the power goes of 
-We provide statistic/historic information about the conditions to enable the     
improvement of the supply chain. 
-We assess the data - Data mining - To look into the future enabling the facility workers to 
be even more proactive 

 Assess the cooling systems and the performance 

 Assess the powergrid 
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The slide shows the 3 infrastructure elements of our system 
1: The monitoring unit 
2: The mobile - alert and control unit 
3: The cloud - Performance history and data assessments stored in a backend system. 
 
 
 

 
The solution that we provide utilize vaccines which have a high value but what is important 
is that we reduce the amount of harmed vaccines that can be toxic and cause death. 
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We are building a sustaining business founded on the infrastructure of make data available. 
By using the collected data to assess the supply chain, we make improvements possible and 
predict future problems. This increases the value of the system! 
To make this work best possible we provide the solution as a product/service-system and 
remotely take care of the system from the beginning to the end. If a monitoring device is 
broken a new one is installed and so on. 
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Program 

Title: Aspects of Big Data - Public Data and Data from Intelligent Energy 

The workshop is part of IoTPeople’s preparation for a project under EU Future Internet Public and Private 
Partnership programme (FI PPP). A parallel activity taking place next door is a Hackathon on Grundfos’ 
platform Gatesense, developed in co-operation with the Alexandra Institute 

 

Time: Friday 29 November 12:30-17 

Place: Copenhagen Business School, Porcelænshaven 26, 407+408   

Contact: Write to Ivan Häuser, ih.itm@cbs.dk or ih@ivan-hauser.dk, mobile phone (+45) 40342496 

 

12:30 Arrival, registration, networking. Coffee 

13:00 Welcome by director in Grundfos Connect, Rasmus Blom, and Jan Damsgaard, Head of 

the CBS IT management department.  

13:15 Some considerations on Big Data and the Future Internet by assoc. professor Leif Bloch 

Rasmussen 

13:30 Statens Serum Institut (SSI) - The Public Health Registers, how have these registers been 

created, and how are they being used for research? Some examples. By Head of 

Department Maria Friis Larsen 

14:15 Intelligent Energy - Smart Grid by Kim Behnke, Head of R&D, Energinet.dk 

15:00 Coffee break 

15:20 Big Data's commercial potential - about a data hub in Copenhagen by Peter Bjørn Larsen, 
Business Development Manager, Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster 

16:00 

 

16:20 

Entrepreneurship built on Big Data and the Internet of Things.  

 Presentation by Daisy Chain Management, Christian Herschend Rasmussen, 
Adam Hartmann, Benjamin Johansen and Jakub Grzyb 

 Presentation by Rapid Miner, Dortmund, Head of Business Development 
Sebastian Land (cancelled) 

 

16:45 Sandwiches and networking - together with participants from the parallel activity next door 
- the Hackaton on Grundfos' platform Gatesense  

 

Moderator: Associate Professor Rasmus Ulslev Pedersen, CBS 

NB: The workshop’s participants will have the opportunity to visit the Hackathon and talk with the 

programmers   

mailto:ih.itm@cbs.dk
mailto:ih@ivan-hauser.dk
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List of Participants 29 November – Workshop: Aspects of Big Data 

Adam Hartmann Daisy Chain Management  

Albert Fei Liu PhD Candidate, CBS Fei.albert.liu@gmail.com 

Alex Dagil Nabby ad@nabby.dk 

Amber Ramage  amberjramage@gmail.com 

Benjamin Johansen Daisy Chain Management  

Britta Thomsen European Parliament and CBS britta.thomsen@europarl.europa.eu 

Christian H. Jacobsen Daisy Chain Management c.lunde@gmail.com 

Codrina Lauth CBS and Lauth Transmedia Lauth@ltransmedia.com 

Dannia Guzman Danish Institute for Study Abroad dguzman@smith.edu 

Eva-Lisa Ahnström Blekinge Institute of Technology Eva-lisa.ahnstrom@bth.se 

Franck Le Gall Easy Global market Franck.le-gall@eglobalmark.com 

Frederik Jonsbak Rohde Grundfos f.jonsbak@gmail.com 

Ivan Häuser CBS Ih.itm@cbs.dk 

Jakub Grzyb Daisy Chain Management  

Jan Damsgaard CBS Jd.itm@cbs.dk 

Jan Kwiecien CBS jkw@networkedbusiness.dk 

Joost Maarse Grundfos jmaarse@grundfos.com 

Julie Mühlhoff Sigurd Kromann Reumert jlb@kromannreumert.com 

Kasper Eriksen CBS Ke.itm@cbs.dk 

Kenn Kvols Intelligent Energy Kenn.kvols@webspeed.dk 

Kim Balle IoTPeople Kim@drobe.dk 

Kim Behnke Energinet.dk kb@energinet.dk 

Kim Ernst Cleantechpark Copenhagen Ke@frederikssunderhverv.dk 

Kjeld Hansen CBS Kha.itm@cbs.dk 

Lars Franck CBS Lf.itm@cbs.dk 

Lars Nielsen Ericsson Lars.nielsen@ericsson.com 

Leif Bloch Rasmussen CBS Lbr.itm@cbs.dk 

Lisa Nielson Linie P lisenielson@live.dk 

Liv Holm Carlsen CBS livholm1@hotmail.com 

Lærke Holstebroe 1st Mile laerke@1stmile.dk 

Mads Bødker CBS Mb.itm@cbs.dk 

Mandeep Singh Rathour Kromann Reumert msr@kromannreumert.com 

Maria Friis Larsen Statens Serum Institut mal@sum.dk 

Martin Jakobsen Nykredit Martinjakobsen85@gmail.com 

Michelle Cantor IBM mcantor@dk.ibm.com 

Kristina Pavlovic Copenhagen University krisolicious00@gmail.com 

Patrick Zaubitz Cleantech CPH, Frederikssund paz@cphcleantechpark.com 

Peter Bjørn Larsen Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster pbl@cphcleantech.com 

Rasmus Blom Grundfos r.blom@grundfos.com 

Rasmus Ulslev Pedersen CBS Rup.itm@cbs.dk 

Sead Bajrovic Grundfos sbajrovic@grundfos.com 

Sebastian Land Rapid Mine, Dortmund land@rapid-i.com 

Shahid Nadeem CBS Sn.itm@cbs.dk 

mailto:laerke@1stmile.dk
mailto:paz@cphcleantechpark.
mailto:r.blom@grundfos.com
mailto:sbajrovic@grundfos.com
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Sumathi   

Søren Houmøller 1st Mile soren@1stmile.dk 

Søren Nørgaard Madsen Københavns Kommune Snm@okf.kk.dk 

Thomas Sørensen Make This Work ths@makethiswork.dk 

Urs Schuppli IBM urs@dk.ibm.com 

 

 

 


